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Abstract. Group signatures allow group members to sign an arbitrary number of messages
on behalf of the group without revealing their identity. Under certain circumstances the group
manager holding a tracing key can reveal the identity of the signer from the signature. Practical
group signature schemes should support membership revocation where the revoked member loses
the capability to sign a message on behalf of the group without influencing the other non-revoked
members. A model known as verifier-local revocation supports membership revocation. In this
model the trusted revocation authority sends revocation messages to the verifiers and there is
no need for the trusted revocation authority to contact non-revoked members to update their
secret keys. Previous constructions of verifier-local revocation group signature schemes either
have a security proof in the random oracle model or are non-identity based. A security proof in
the random oracle model is only a heuristic proof and non-identity-based group signature suffer
from standard Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) problems, i.e. the group public key is not derived
from the group identity and therefore has to be certified.
In this work we construct the first verifier-local revocation group signature scheme which is
identity-based and which has a security proof in the standard model. In particular, we give a
formal security model for the proposed scheme and prove that the scheme has the property
of anonymity under the decision Linear (DLIN) assumption and it is fully-traceable under the
Computation Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption. The proposed scheme is based on prime order
bilinear groups.

1 Introduction

In public key cryptography, the authenticity of cryptographic keys is important. The party
who encrypts the data (in case of a public key encryption), or a party who verifies a signature
(in case of a digital signature), needs to be assured that the public key belongs to the right
user who is also in possession of the corresponding private key. In a Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI), the Certificate Authority (CA) generates a digital certificate, which contains a digital
signature, to assure that the public key belongs to the right user. Whenever a user wants
to use a public key, the user has to obtain the digital certificate and verify the signature. In
practice PKI technology suffers from many drawbacks such as certificate verification, revoca-
tion, distribution, storage, etc [17]. On the other hand, in the Identity-Based Cryptography,
introduced by Shamir [21], the public key is derived from the identity of the user (e.g.name,
email address, IP address), thus there is no need for a use of digital certificates to certify the
public key.

The aim of this paper is to construct an identity-based group signature scheme which
supports member revocations and which has a security proof in the standard model. Group
signatures, introduced by Chaum and Van Heyst [14], allow a group member to sign a message
on behalf of the group such that other group members cannot reveal the identity of the
signer, but in certain circumstances the group manager has the power to reveal the identity
of the signer from the signature. The verifier of the group signature uses the public key of



the group to verify that the signature is generated by a group member. Non-identity based
group signatures suffer from the aforementioned PKI problems, while by using an identity-
based group signature one avoids the need to use digital certificates. In addition to removing
the need for digital certificates, supporting membership revocation is important as well. In
particular, there are situations when a group member may leave the group voluntarily or a
group member might get compromised. Previous group signatures in the literature, which
support membership revocation, have either a security proof in the heuristic random oracle
model or are non-identity based.

1.1 Our Contribution

In this paper we propose a group signature scheme, named as verifier-local revocation identity-
based group signature (VLR-IBGS), which simultaneously satisfies the following desirable
properties:

1. VLR-IBGS supports membership revocation such that a group member losses his signing
capabilities after the revocation. In general, revocation may happen when a group member
leaves the group voluntarily, when the member secret key is compromised, or when the
member is misbehaving by giving his secret key to unauthorized users.

2. VLR-IBGS has a security proof in the standard model. In particular, we show that the
scheme has the property of anonymity under the Decisional Linear (DLIN) assumption and
is fully-traceable under the Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption. Anonymity
ensures that the digital signature does not reveal the identity of the signer while the owner
of a secret key can detect whether the signature was created by her secret key and the
full traceability allows the group manager to recover the identity of the signer whenever
a dispute arises.

3. VLR-IBGS is identity-based where the group public key is derived from the group identity
and does not have to be certified.

We believe that the design of a group signature scheme which satisfies the above prop-
erties, is interesting for two reasons. The first reason is that VLR-IBGS fills the gap with
existing group signature by providing a more comprehensive scheme with more interesting
properties and the other reason is that VLR-IBGS makes group signatures even more useful
for constructing other primitives, specifically for constructing sanitizable signatures. Sanitiz-
able signatures allow a semi-trusted party, called the sanitizer, to modify parts of the signed
data without interacting with the original signer. Berzuska et. al. [9], give the first sanitiz-
able signature which uses group signature as a building block. However, when non-identity
based group signatures are used to construct sanitazable signatures, including the scheme of
Berzuska et al. [9], the public key of the original signer and the sanitizer needs to be registered
(i.e. certified). In this context, a group signature with the above properties removes the need
to certify the public key and also allows the original signer to revoke the sanitizer, if required.

Our contribution can be viewed as complementing the work of Smart and Warinschi [22]
and Libert and Vergnaud [19]. Smart and Warinschi [22] provide a model for an identity-based
group signature scheme and give a generic construction based on the hierarchical identity-
based encryption (HIBE) [15] scheme and the Boyen and Waters [7,8] signature schemes.
The main difference between our work and the work of [22] is that the latter focuses merely
on constructing an identity-based group signature scheme, whereas our work focuses on con-
structing an identity-based group signature scheme which supports membership revocation.



Libert and Vergnaud [19] give an non-identity based group signature which supports mem-
bership revocation and which is secure in the standard model. Computationally our scheme is
more efficient than Libert and Vergnaud scheme, since the latter uses pairing operations when
the signature is created, however our scheme uses pairing operations only in the verification
phase. It is also important to mention that the security proof of the Libert and Vergnaud
scheme is based on slightly stronger assumptions than the security proof of our scheme. On
the other hand the Libert-Vergnaud scheme support backward unlinkability which is used to
protect anonymity of signatures created by revoked members at the time when the users were
not revoked; whereas our scheme does not support this property.

1.2 More Related Work

Group Signatures. Since Chaum and Van Heyst [14] introduced the concept, a number of
group signatures schemes have been proposed [1,2,3,4,10,11,12,18,23,?]. Many efficient group
signature scheme have been proposed in the random oracle model, however the random oracle
model is a heuristic security model. Canetti et al. [13] shows that there are signature schemes
which are secure in the random oracle model but which are insecure for any implementation of
the random oracle. Bellare et. al. [3] proposed security definitions for group signature schemes
and gave the first construction provable secure in the standard model. Boyen and Waters [7,8]
suggested an efficient group signature with security proofs in the standard model. The Boyen
and Waters construction is a two-level signature scheme in which the first level of the signature
is the signers identity and the second level is the message to be signed. In a later scheme of
Boyen and Waters [8], to hide the identity of the signer, bilinear groups of composite order
are used, as well as non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs. The assumptions under
which the scheme is proven secure imply that it is difficult to factor the composite order of the
bilinear group. The scheme is inefficient compared to schemes which use prime order groups
since it uses larger group elements with more expensive operations.

Groth [16] gives a practical group signature scheme based on prime order bilinear groups and
a security proof under standard assumptions: the strong Diffie-Hellman assumption (q-SDH),
the decision Linear (DLIN) assumption and the unfakeability assumption (q-U). The size of
the q-SDH and q-U assumptions depends on the number of queries asked by the adversary.
Therefore, the security proof under these assumptions requires larger security parameters
compared to other security proof which use constant size assumptions where the size of the
assumption does not depend on the number of queries asked by the adversary.
Verifier-Local Revocation Group Signatures. The simplest revocation method is due to Ate-
niese et. al. [2] where the group manager changes the group public key and the secret keys
of non-revoked members. However the scheme is not efficient since the key update can be
a bottleneck for both the group manager and non-revoked members. Another method [4,12]
is to broadcast a small message to all signers and verifiers. Only non-revoked members can
use the broadcast message to update their secret keys and generate a valid signature. For the
revoked members the broadcast message is a redundant value and cannot help them to update
their secret keys. The drawback of this approach is that the signer has to perform computa-
tions depending on the number of revoked members. The high number of signer computations
makes this model unsuitable for low-cost devices.

A more efficient solution known as verifier-local revocation (VLR) [23,6,20] is to send revo-
cation tokens to verifiers. In this model there is no need for the trusted revocation authority
to contact non-revoked members to update their secret keys while the verifier performs com-



Reference Membership Revo-
cation

Identity-Based Security Proof

Boyen-Waters [7,8] No Yes Standard Model
Groth [16] No No Standard Model
Boneh-Shacham [6] Yes No Random Oracle Model
Smart-Warinschi [22] No Yes Standard Model
Libert-Vergnaud [19] Yes No Standard Model
This paper Yes Yes Standard Model

Table 1. Comparison of our scheme with the most efficient related work

putations depending on the number of revoked members. The Song [23] scheme is based on
the strong RSA assumption and it is inefficient due to the use of inefficient zero-knowledge
proofs. The Boneh and Shacham [6] scheme is based on bilinear maps and has short signatures.
Nakanishi and Funabiki [20] have proposed a VLR group signature scheme with the property
of backward unlinkability. This property means that all signatures produced by the member
before the revocation remain anonymous. The security proofs of the Boneh and Shacham [6]
and Nakanishi and Funabiki [20] scheme is in the random oracle model.

In table 1 we compare our scheme with the most efficient previous work. The comparison is
based on following properties: a) functionality of the scheme - whether the scheme supports
membership revocation, b) the way of generating the group public key - whether the scheme is
identity-based, and c) security proof - whether the scheme has a security proof in the standard
model or a random oracle model.
Organization of the paper. In section 2 we define the syntax of VLR-IBGS scheme and the
required security properties. In this section we also review the basics of bilinear pairing and
complexity assumptions under which the security of the proposed scheme is based. In section 3
we present the construction of the scheme, its correctness proof along with the formal security
proof. The last section concludes the paper.
Notation. If S is a set then s ∈R S denotes that s is selected uniformly at random from S.
If λ ∈ N, then 1λ denotes the string consisting of λ ones. A stands for the adversary which
is a polynomial-time algorithm. We write A(x, y, ..., ) to indicate that the algorithm A has
inputs x, y, ...,, and we write z ← A(x, y, ..., ) to indicate the operation of running A with
inputs x, y, ... and getting z as output. We write {Si}ni=1 to denote {S1, S2, ..., Sn}. A function
P (k) : Z→ R is negligible if, for every polynomial f(k), there exists an integer Nf such that
P (k) ≤ 1

f(k) for all k ≥ Nf . Unless noted otherwise, all algorithms are randomized and run
in polynomial time.

2 Model and Security Definitions

Definition 1. The verifier-local revocation identity-based group signature scheme VLR-IBGS
consists of five algorithms (Setup,Group Setup,Enroll,Sign,Verify):

– Setup(1λ) : run by TA, the algorithm produces the master public key mpk and the master
secret key msk for the security parameter λ ∈ N. The master public key mpk is stored in
a publicly accessible database. We assume that all the other algorithms always include the
master public key mpk as their input.

– Group Setup(msk,G) : run by TA, the algorithm produces a group secret key skG, which
is given to a group manager.



– Enroll(skG, U) : run by a group manager, the algorithm produces a member secret key
skG,U which is given to a group member.

– Sign(M, skG,U ) : run by a group member, the algorithm produces a signature σ on the
message M .

– Verify(M,σ,<, G) : run by a verifier, the algorithm returns true if σ is a valid signature
i.e. the signature is issued by a signer who is in the group G and does not have a revocation
token TG,U in the list of revoked members <. Otherwise, the algorithm returns false.

For correctness is required for all skG ← Group Setup(msk,G), all skG,U ← Enroll (skG, U),
any message M ∈ {0, 1}∗, if the signer U does not have a revocation token TG,U in the list of
revoked members <, then:

Pr [Verify (M,Sign(M,Enroll(skG, U)),<, G) = true] = 1

2.1 Definition of Security

The security requirements of a VLR-IBGS scheme must guarantee anonymity and full trace-
ability.

The property of anonymity requires from a group signature scheme to provide anonymity
for the signer. In particular, the signature should not reveal the identity of the signer and
an adversary should not be able to distinguish a signature generated by member U0 from a
signature generated by member U1. We formalize this property by considering a security game
that involves a challenger and an adversary. First, the challenger runs the setup algorithm and
generates a master public key mpk and a master secret key msk, and gives to the adversary
the master public key mpk. Then, the adversary can adaptively submit four types of queries:
group setup queries, enroll queries, signature queries and revocation queries. A group setup
query consists of a group identity G, and the challenger answers the query by running the
group setup algorithm on input of the master secret key and the group identity. An enroll
query consists of a member identity and a group identity, and is answered by running the enroll
algorithm on input of the group secret key and the member identity. A signing query consists
of a message m, a group identity and a member identity, and the challenger answers the query
by running the signature-generation algorithm on input of the message and the group member
secret key. A revocation query consists of a member identity and a group identity, and the
challenger answers the query by returning a revocation token for the member identity. At some
point, the adversary sends to the challenger two member identities, a message and a group
identity. The challenger chooses one member identity at random and generates a signature
under the secret key of this identity. Finally, the adversary is successful if it correctly guesses
which of the two member secret keys was used by the challenger to generate the signature.
More formally, this property is captured by the following definition.

Definition 2. (Anonymity). The VLR-IBGS scheme is said to fulfill the requirement of
anonymity if any A has only a negligible advantage in the anonymity game which is defined
as follows:

– Setup. The challenger runs (mpk,msk)← Setup(1λ) and gives mpk to A.

– Query Phase 1. A performs a polynomially bounded number of queries:

• Group Setup Query. A requests a group secret key skG for a group G. The challenger
runs skG ← Group Setup(msk,G) and gives skG to A .



• Enroll Query. A requests a secret key for the member U who belongs to the group G.
The challenger runs skG,U ← Enroll(skG, U) and gives skG,U to A.

• Sign Query. A requests a signature on a message M generated by the group G and
member identity U . The challenger runs σ ← Sign(M, skG,U ) and returns σ to A.

• Revocation Query. A asks for a revocation token for a member U of the group G. The
challenger returns a token TG,U to A.

– Challenge. A sends to the challenger a message M∗, a group identity G∗, and two member
identities U0 and U1. A is restricted in his queries such that A should not have asked
for: a) a group secret key for G∗ during Group Setup Queries, b) a member secret key for
(U0,U1) of the group G∗ in the Enroll Query, and c) a revocation token for (U0,U1) of the
group G∗ in the Revocation Query. The challenger picks a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, runs
σ∗ ← Sign(M, skG∗ , Ub), and returns σ∗ to A.

– Query Phase 2. A is allowed to ask additional queries as follows:

• Group Setup Query. A requests a group secret key skG for a group G with the restriction
that G 6= G∗.

• Enroll Query. A requests a secret key for the member U who belongs to group G with
the restriction that G 6= G∗ ∧ U /∈ {U0, U1}.
• Sign Query. Same as in Query Phase 1.

• Revocation Query. Same as in Query Phase 1 but A cannot ask for a revocation token
for members U0 and U1 of the group G∗.

– Guess. A outputs a bit b′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins if b′ = b.

The advantage of A in breaking the anonymity property is:

ADVanonyA,V LR−IBGS(λ) =

∣∣∣∣Pr[A wins]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
where the probability is taken over the random values chosen by A and the challenger.

The requirement of full traceability captures the notion of unforgeability: the adversary
cannot create a valid signature if the group manager cannot trace it to one of the group
members. We also formalize this property by considering a security game that involves a
challenger and an adversary. First, the challenger runs the setup algorithm and generates a
master public key mpk and a master secret key msk, and gives to the adversary the master
public key mpk. Next, the adversary can adaptively submit three types of queries: group
setup queries, enroll queries, signature queries in the same way as in the anonymous security
game. Finally, the adversary is successful if it outputs a tuple (M∗, σ∗,<∗, G∗), where M∗ is
a message for which the adversary did not issue a signing query, and σ∗ is a valid signature
generated by a member of the group G∗, for whom there is no revocation token in <∗. The
following fully-traceable definition is due to Boneh and Shacham [6]:

Definition 3. The VLR-IBGS scheme is fully-traceable if any A has only a negligible advan-
tage in the full traceability game which is defined as follows:

– Setup. The challenger runs (mpk,msk)← Setup(1λ) and gives mpk to A.

– Query Phase. A performs a polynomially bounded number of Group Setup Query, Enroll Query
and Sign Query queries same as in the anonymity game.

– Forgery Phase. A outputs a forgery (M∗, σ∗,<∗, G∗).



A wins the fully-traceability game if: a) Verify(M∗, σ∗,<∗, G∗) = true, b) A did not make a
Sign Query for (M∗, G∗), c) A did not make a Group Setup Query for G∗, and d) σ∗ traces to
a member outside [U ] \ <∗.

The advantage of A in breaking the fully-traceability property:

ADVfylly−traceA,V LR−IBGS(λ) = Pr[A wins]

where the probability is taken over the random values chosen by A and the challenger.

As mentioned by Boneh and Shacham [6], any VLR group signature scheme has an implicit
tracing algorithm. The implicit tracing algorithm of our scheme uses the token TG,U ∈ <
to determine which member produced the signature. To determine the identity of the signer
producing the signature σ for the message M , the algorithm operates as follows:

– For each member U enrolled in G run: Verify(M,σ,<, G).
– Output U of the first member for which false← Verify (M,σ,<, G).

2.2 Complexity Assumptions in Bilinear Groups

Our scheme uses an admissible bilinear map and its security is based on the hardness of the
Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) and Decisional Linear (DLIN) problems. Let G and GT

be two multiplicative groups of prime order p, and let g be a generator of G. A pairing (or
bilinear map) ê : G×G→ GT has the following properties [5]:

1. Bilinear: for all u, v ∈ G and a, b ∈ Z∗p, we have ê(ua, vb) = ê(u, v)ab.
2. Non-degenerate: ê(g, g) 6= 1.

G is said to be a bilinear group if the group operation in G and the bilinear map ê : G×G→ GT

can be computed efficiently.
Definition 4. The Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDH) in G is, given ele-
ments (g, ga, gb) ∈ G with a, b ∈ Zp, to compute gab.

Definition 5. The Decisional Linear Problem (DLIN) in G is, given a tuple (g, g1, g2,
ga1 , g

b
2, g

c) ∈ G with a, b ∈ Zp, decide whether c = a+ b or c ∈R G.

3 Description of the Scheme

In this section we present the VLR-IBGR scheme that enjoys the security proof in the standard
model under the CDH and DLIN assumptions. In a high level, the scheme relies on the presence
of a trusted authority (TA) who is in possession of a master key. The TA is responsible for
generating system parameters and for creating new groups. A group is managed by a group
manager whose responsibility is to enroll new members to the group. The groups are dynamic
where new members can join the group after the system parameters are generated. The scheme
also allows users to be enrolled in more than one group.

In a high level, our scheme consists from two parallel sub-systems linked via some random
variables. The first subsystem is used to show that the signature comes from a member
who belongs to a specific group and adapts techniques from Boyen and Waters [7] two-level
hierarchical signature scheme in which the first level is the group identity and the second level
is the message to be signed, and the second subsystem is used to check whether the group
member who creates the signature is revoked or not.

The scheme is based on prime-order bilinear groups. It is important to mention that cryp-
tographic schemes which are based on prime-order bilinear groups are more efficient than



schemes based on composite-order bilinear groups since the size of the prime-order group is
smaller than the size of the composite-order group. Due to this fact, group operations on
prime-order groups are faster than group operations on composite-order groups.

We build the scheme VLR-IBGS=(Setup, Group Setup, Enroll, Sign, Verify) as follows:

– Setup(1λ): TA selects a bilinear group G of prime order p and elements g, g1, g2 ∈R
G. It also chooses bilinear map ê : G × G → GT . Next to that, the algorithm picks
α, f, t, χ, β, y, y1, ..., yk, z, z1, ..., zm ∈R Zp.
The master public key mpk and the master secret key msk are constructed as follows:

mpk =

(
g, g1, g2, ê(g, g)α, v̂1 = gt1, g

t, v̂2 = gf2 , g
f , u = gy,

{ui = gyi}ki=1, v = gz, {vj = gzj}mj=1, ê(g, g)χ, gβ

)
msk = (gα, gχ)

TA stores the master public key mpk in a publicly accessible database and keeps secret
the master secret key msk.

Remarks. The first three components of the mpk are generators of the group G. The fourth
component of the msk is used by the verifier to check whether the signature comes from a
group member. Part of this component (gα) is crucial for the system since it is part of the
msk and is used by TA to create new groups. The fourth and fifth components (along with
g1 and g2) are used by the signer to extra randomize the signature and also it helps us to
plugin the DLIN assumption and prove the anonymity property of the scheme. The fifth
and the six component, are used in the verification phase and are combined with some
parts of the signature in order to remove the extra randomness and verify the signature.
Same as in [7], we assume that group identities consist of k bits, and messages consist of
m bits. Therefore, we have u, ui, v, vj components (k + m + 2 components) in the mpk
which will be used later by the signer and the verifier to represent groups and messages.
All these components belong to the first subsystem.

The last element of the mpk belongs to the second subsystem and is used for revocation
purposes in the enrollment phase, signature phase and verification phase.

The remaining component of the mpk (ê(g, g)χ) is used to connect the first subsystem
with the second subsystem.

– Group Setup(msk,G): To create a secret key for a group represented as a bit string
G = (κ1, ..., κk) ∈ {0, 1}k, TA picks ar random w, τ ∈R Zp and outputs a group secret key
skG = ({skG(i)}1≤i≤4

) where:

skG(1)
= gα ·

(
u

k∏
i=1

uκii

)w
skG(2)

= gw

skG(3)
= gχ · gτw

skG(4)
= gτ

The TA sends the group secret key skG to the group manager through a secure channel.

Remarks. The group secret key is constructed in such a way that the group manager can
change (randomize) w and τ without changing α and χ.



– Enroll(skG, U): To create a secret key for a member of a group G, the algorithm picks
random elements s, ξ, w′, τ ′ ∈R Zp, implicitly sets x = w + w′, ĩd = τ + τ ′, and outputs a
member secret key skG,U = ({skG,U(i)}1≤i≤9

) where:

skG,U(1)
= skG(1)

·

(
u

k∏
i=1

uκii

)w′
= gα ·

(
u

k∏
i=1

uκii

)x
skG,U(2)

= skG(2)
· gw′ = gx

skG,U(3)
= skG(3)

· skw′G(4)
· (skG(2)

· gw′)τ ′ = gχ · gĩdx

skG,U(4)
= (

gβ

skG(4)
· gτ ′

)
1
s = g

β−ĩd
s

skG,U(5)
= (skG(2)

· gw′)s = gxs

skG,U(6)
= gξs

skG,U(7)
=

(
u

k∏
i=1

uκii

)ξ
skG,U(8)

= gξ

skG,U(9)
= (skG(4)

· gτ ′)ξ = gĩdξ

The group manager sends through a secure channel the member secret key skG,U to
the group member. The group manager keeps a membership table which contains entries
(revocation tokens) of the form TG,U = (U, gĩd). If a group member U is revoked, the group
manager publishes the entry of the revoked member. As mentioned above, the entry of
the revoked member is stored in the list of revoked members < which in turn is stored in
a publicly accessible database.
Remarks: We design the secret key in such a way that we allow the signer in the signing
phase to directly randomize x without changing (randomizing) α and χ. However, we do
not allow the signer to directly randomize ĩd without changing χ. The intuition behind
this idea is that we need ĩd in clear in order to check whether the verifier is revoked
or not. Note that, to achieve unlinkability, the group member randomizes the secret key
component which contain ĩd by randomizing other random values. For instance, the signer
can randomize skG,U(4)

by randomizing s.
– Sign(M, skG,U ): To sign a message represented as a binary string M = (µ1, ..., µm) ∈
{0, 1}m, the signer picks ρ, s′, ξ′, k̄, l̄ ∈R Zp, implicitly sets ψ = ss′ and ϕ = ξξ′, and
outputs the signature σ = ({σ(i)}1≤i≤8) where:

σ(1) = skG,U(1)
· skξ

′

G,U(7)
·

v m∏
j=1

v
µj
j

ρ

· v̂k̄1 · v̂ l̄2

gα ·

(
u

k∏
i=1

uκii

)x+ϕ

·

v m∏
j=1

v
µj
j

ρ

· v̂k̄1 · v̂ l̄2

σ(2) = skG,U(2)
· skξ

′

G,U(8)
= gx+ϕ

σ(3) = gρ



σ(4) = gk̄1

σ(5) = g l̄2

σ(6) = skG,U(3)
· skξ

′

G,U(9)
= gχ · gĩd(x+ϕ)

σ(7) = sks
′
G,U(5)

· skξ
′s′

G,U(6)
= g(x+ϕ)ψ

σ(8) = sk
1
s′
G,U(4)

= g
β−ĩd
ψ

– Verify(M,σ,<, G): The verifier performs the following steps in order to check the validity
of the signature:

1. Signature Check. The verifier checks whether the signer who belongs to a group
represented as a bit string G = (κ1, ..., κk) ∈ {0, 1}k has signed the message represented
as a bit string M = (µ1, ..., µm) ∈ {0, 1}m. Therefore the verifier checks whether the
following equation holds:

ê
(
σ(1), g

)
ê
(
u
∏k
i=1 u

κi
i , σ(2)

)
· ê
(
v
∏m
j=1 v

µj
j , σ(3)

)
· 1

ê
(
σ(4), gt

)
· ê
(
σ(5), gf

) ?
= ê(g, g)α

2. Revocation Check. The verifier checks whether the identity of the signer is in the
list of revoked members < which contains entries (revocation tags) of the form TG,U =

(U, gĩd). First, the verifier computes:

a =
ê(σ(6), g)

ê(g, g)χ

and checks if :

a · ê(σ(7), σ(8))
?
= ê(gβ, σ(2))

Finally, for each TG,U ∈ <, the verifier checks whether the following equation holds:

ê(gĩd, σ(2))
?
= a

If the last equation holds then the signer is revoked and the signature is not accepted, i.e.
the signature is invalid. Otherwise, the signature is created by a non-revoked user and the
signature is accepted, i.e. the signature is valid.

3.1 Correctness

It is easy to proof that the VLR-IDGS satisfies the correctness property. For this reason
we have to show that the Verify algorithm indeed returns true when a signature is created
by a non-revoked group member, otherwise the algorithm outputs false. If σ is a correctly



generated signature, then the equations under Signature Check holds. First we check the
equation:

ê
(
σ(1), g

)
ê
(
u
∏k
i=1 u

κi
i , σ(2)

)
· ê
(
v
∏m
j=1 v

µj
j , σ(3)

)
· 1

ê
(
σ(4), gt

)
· ê
(
σ(5), gf

) ?
= ê(g, g)α ⇒

ê

(
gα ·

(
u
∏k
i=1 u

κi
i

)x+ϕ
·
(
v
∏m
j=1 v

µj
j

)ρ
· v̂k̄1 · v̂ l̄2, g

)
ê
(
u
∏k
i=1 u

κi
i , g

x+ϕ
)
· ê
(
v
∏m
j=1 v

µj
j , σ(3)

)
· 1

ê
(
gk̄1 , g

t
)
· ê
(
g l̄2, g

f
) ?

= ê(g, g)α

Next step is to check the correctness of the Revocation Check. We prove that a revoked
group member cannot produce a valid group signature. First, we compute:

a =
ê(σ(6), g)

ê(g, g)χ
=
ê(gχ · gĩd(x+ϕ), g)

ê(g, g)χ
= ê(gĩd, gx+ϕ)

and checks if:

a · ê(σ(7), σ(8))
?
= ê(gβ, σ(2))⇒

ê(gĩd, gx+ϕ) · ê(g
β−ĩd
ψ , g(x+ϕ)ψ)

?
= ê(gβ, gx+ϕ)

Next we prove that if the signature is created by a revoked member, then the last equation
under Revocation Check holds and the Verify outputs false i.e. the signature is invalid.
Let assume that Uj is a revoked member with a revocation token (Uj , g

ĩdj ) ∈ <. If Uj creates
a signature, then we have:

ê(gĩdj , σ(2))
?
= a

ê(gĩdj , gx+ϕ)
?
= ê(gĩdj , gx+ϕ)

Since this equation holds, the signature is invalid.
Finally, we prove that if the signature is created by a non-revoked user then the last equation

under Revocation Check holds and the Verify outputs true i.e. the signature is valid. Let
assume that < = {(Uj , gĩdj )} and the signature is created by a non-revoked user U whose

secret key contains the component ĩd
′
. Then we have:

ê(gĩdj , σ(2))
?
= a

ê(gĩdj , gx
′+ϕ)

?
= ê(gĩd

′
, gx

′+ϕ)

Since this equation does not hold, the signature is accepted as valid.



3.2 Efficiency

In terms of efficiency, the size of the signature consists from 8 elements of G and the creation
of a signature requires no pairing operations. An implementation of the scheme using a 256 -
bit group order would produce a signature with size of about 256 byte.

3.3 Anonymity Security Proof

In this section prove that the VLR-IDGS has the property of anonymity, assuming that the
DLIN problem is hard to be solved.

Theorem 1. Suppose that there is an algorithm (adversary) A that wins the anonymity game.
Then there is an algorithm B that solves decision Linear (DLIN) assumption with probability
ε̂ = ε

2n2 .

Proof. The challenger selects a bilinear map ê : G × G → GT , and generators g, g1, g2 of
the group G. Then, it picks at random a, b ∈ Zp, computes T0 = gab and picks at random
T1 ∈R G. It flips a fair coin µ ∈R {0, 1} and gives the DLIN tuple (g, g1, g2, g

a
1 , g

b
2, Tµ) ∈ G to

the reduction B. The goal of B is to solve the DLIN assumption, and for this reason it runs
the algorithm A as a subroutine in the anonymity game. The reduction B simulates the game
and acts as A’s challenger as follows:
1. Setup. B picks a fresh uniform α, χ, β, t, f, y, y1, ..., yk, z, z1, ..., zm ∈R Zp and gives to A the
master public key:

mpk =

(
g, g1, g2, ê(g, g)α, v̂1 = gt1, g

t, v̂2 = gf2 , g
f , u = gy,

{ui = gyi}ki=1, v = gz, {vj = gzj}mj=1, ê(g, g)χ, gβ

)

The distribution of the mpk in anonymity game is identical to the mpk of the Setup of the
scheme since by the DLIN assumption g, g1, g2 are random generators of the group G. Further,
α, χ, β, t, f, y, y1, ..., yk, z, z1, ..., zm are chosen at random from Zp same as in the actual scheme.
Thus mpk as generated by B has an identical distribution to the output of Setup.
2. Query Phase 1. A performs a polynomially bounded number of queries:

– Group Setup Query. A requests a group secret key skG for a group G. B runs skG ←
Group Setup(msk,G) same as in the scheme and return skG to A.

– Enroll Query. A requests a secret key for a member U of a group G. For each member
U /∈ {U0, U1} of the group G, B runs skG,U ← Enroll(skG, U) in the same way as in the
scheme and returns skG,U to A.

Note that B does not know the secret keys for members U0 and U1. Therefore, if A requests
a secret key for the member U0 or U1, B aborts. However, even if B aborts, we can define
the secret keys for U0 and U1 for the rest of the simulation. The secret key for the member



U0 is defined as:

skG,U0(1)
= gα ·

(
gay

k∏
i=1

gayiκi

)
skG,U0(2)

= ga

skG,U0(3)
= gχ · gaĩd

skG,U0(4)
= g

β̄−ĩd
s

skG,U0(5)
= gas

skG,U0(6)
= gξs

skG,U0(7)
=

(
gy

k∏
i=1

gyiκi

)ξ
skG,U0(8)

= gξ

skG,U0(9)
= gĩdξ

for randomly chosen ĩd, ξ, s ∈R Zp.
The secret key for the member U1 is defined as:

skG,U1(1)
= gα ·

(
Tµ
gb

y k∏
i=1

Tµ
gb

yiκi
)

skG,U1(2)
=
Tµ
gb

skG,U1(3)
= gχ · Tµ

gb

ĩd

skG,U1(4)
= g

β̄−ĩd
s

skG,U1(5)
=

(
Tµ
gb

)s
skG,U1(6)

= gξs

skG,U1(7)
=

(
gy

k∏
i=1

gyiκi

)ξ
skG,U1(8)

= gξ

skG,U1(9)
= gĩdξ

for randomly chosen ĩd, ξ, s ∈R Zp.
If µ = 0 and T0 = ga+b then for both users, the components skG,U0/1(1)

and skG,U0/1(2)
are

same. But, if µ1 and T1 ∈R Zp, then both users have independent private keys in the same
way as explained in the anonymity game.

– Sign Query. A requests a signature on a message M = (µ1, ..., µm) ∈ {0, 1}m generated by
U who is a member of the group G = (κ1, ..., κk) ∈ {0, 1}k . The algorithm B may operate
in the following ways:



1. If U /∈ {U0, U1}, B runs σ ← Sign(M, skG,U ) in the same way as in the scheme and
returns σ to A.

2. If U = U0, B picks a fresh uniform ĩd, a′, ψ, ρ, k̄, l̄ ∈R Zp, computes
ga
′

1
ga1

= gϕ1 (thus

a′ = a+ ϕ) and computes the signature as follows:

σ(1) = gα ·

(
g(a+ϕ)y

k∏
i=1

g(a+ϕ)yiκi

)
·

v m∏
j=1

v
µj
j

ρ

·gatk̄1 · gbf l̄2

σ(2) = ga
′

= ga+ϕ

σ(3) = gρ

σ(4) = gak̄1

σ(5) = gbl̄2

σ(6) = gχ · ga′ ĩd = gχ · g(a+ϕ)ĩd

σ(7) = ga
′ψ = g(a+ϕ)ψ

σ(8) = g
β−ĩd
ψ

The simulated signature has the same distribution as the signature generated in the
real scheme. Note that ĩd, ψ, ρ, k̄, l̄ ∈R Zp are random values and their distribution is
same as in the real scheme. In the simulated signature we have set x to be equal to a
and since the latter is chosen at random and is taken from the DLIN assumption, then
we conclude that the distribution of components which contain a in the simulation is
same as the distribution of components which contain x in the scheme.

3. If U = U1, B picks a fresh uniform ĩd, b′, ψ, ρ, k̄, l̄ ∈R Zp, computes gb
′

2 g
b
2 = gϕ2 (thus

b′ = ϕ− b) and computes the signature as follows:

σ(1) = gα ·

(
Tµ
gb

y k∏
i=1

Tµ
gb

yiκi
)
· gϕy ·

k∏
i=1

gϕyiκi

·

v m∏
j=1

v
µj
j

ρ

· gatk̄1 · gbf l̄2

σ(2) = Tµ · gb
′

=
Tµ
gb
· gϕ

σ(3) = gρ

σ(4) = gak̄1

σ(5) = gbl̄2

σ(6) = gχ · T ĩdµ · gĩdb
′

= gχ · Tµ
gb

ĩd

· gĩdϕ

σ(7) = (Tµ · gb
′
)ψ = (

Tµ
gb
· gϕ)ψ

σ(8) = g
β−ĩd
ψ



The simulated signature has the same distribution as the signature generated in the real
scheme. Note that ĩd, ψ, ρ, k̄, l̄ ∈R Zp are random values and their distribution is same as
in the real scheme. In the simulated signature we have set x to be equal to c−b (assuming
that Tµ = gc and the exponent c can be either equal to ab or a random value from Zp)
and since the discrete log of Tµ to the base g is chosen at random and is taken from the
DLIN assumption, then we conclude that the distribution of components which contain
c − b in the simulation is same as the distribution of components which contain x in the
scheme.

– Revocation Query. A asks for a revocation token for a member Ui of a group G. B aborts
if A asks for a revocation token for the member U0 or U1. B returns a token TG,Ui to A.

3. Challenge. A returns to B two tuples: (M,G∗, U0∗) and (M,G∗, U1∗). If U0∗ 6= U0 and
U1∗ 6= U1, then B aborts. Otherwise, B picks a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and runs σ∗ ←
Sign(M, skG∗ , Ub∗) in the same way as explained under Sign Query. B returns σ∗ to A.
4. Query Phase 2. The adversary A issues restricted queries, as defined in Definition 2, and
the reduction B replies as in Query Phase 1.
5. Guess. A outputs a guess b′ ∈ {0, 1}, and if b′ = b then B outputs 0 and Tµ = ga+b,
otherwise B outputs 1 and Tµ is a random element chosen from G.

Suppose B does not abort during the simulation. When µ = 0 and T0 = ga+b, then secret
keys components skG,U(1)

and skG,U(2)
for users U0 and U1 are same and the challenge signature

is independent of b. Thus Pr[b′ = b] = 1
2 . When µ = 1 and T ∈R G, then secret keys for users

U0 and U1 are independent and generated in the same was as in the anonymity game. Thus
Pr[b′ = b] > 1

2 + ε.
Assuming that B does not abort in the simulation, the overall advantage to solve DLIN

assumption is ε
2 . B does not abort if correctly guesses the identities U0 and U1 and none of

the queries in the Query Phase 1 and the choice of the challenge does not cause B to abort.
The probability that queries in the Query Phase 1 and the choice of challenge does not cause
B to abort is at least 1

n2 , where n is the number of members in the scheme. Therefore, we
conclude that B solves DLIN problem with advantage at least ε

2n2 . 2

3.4 Full traceability Security Proof

In this section we prove the property of traceability assuming that the CDH problem is hard
to be solved. To prove this property we closely follow the security analysis from [7].

Theorem 2. Suppose that there is an algorithm (adversary) A, in an adaptive chosen mes-
sage attack, that after l signature queries in the full traceability game creates a forgery with a
non-negligible advantage ε . Then there is an algorithm B that solves CDH assumption with
probability ε̂ ≥ ε

2k+2ml
.

Proof. The challenger selects a bilinear map ê : G×G→ GT , and the generator g of the group
G. Then, it picks at random a, b ∈ Zp and hands the CDH instance (g, ga, gb) to the reduction
B. The reduction B receives the CDH instance and solves the CDH problem (computes gab)
by running the algorithm A as a subroutine. The reduction B acts as A’s challenger in the
full traceability game and we show that if A produces a forgery, then B can use that forgery
to solve the CDH problem. The game proceeds as follows:
1. Setup. Let G∗ = {κ∗1, ..., κ∗k} ∈ {0, 1}k be the group for which A wants to create a forgery.
The algorithm B chooses a random number k ∈ {0, ...,m} and random numbers x, x1..., xm



from the interval {0, ..., 2l− 1}. Next to that, B chooses at random the generator g1 ∈ G and
exponents β, χ, ŷ, ŷ1, ..., ŷk, ẑ, ẑ1, ..., ẑm, t, f,W ∈R Zp, it sets y +

∑k
i=1 κ

∗
i yi ≡ 0 (mod p) and

g2 = gb, and outputs the master public key:

mpk =

 g, g1, g2 = gb, ê(ga, gb), v̂1 = gt1, g
t, v̂2 = gf2 ,

gf , u = gaŷgW , {ui = gaŷi}ki=1, v = gx−2kl
2 gẑ,

{vj = g
xj
2 gẑj}mj=1, ê(g, g)χ, gβ


The mpk generated by B has the same distribution as the mpk generated by Setup of the

scheme. Note that since b is chosen at random from Zp (b comes from the CDH assumption)
then g, g1, g2 are random generators of the group G in the view of A. If we set α = ab,
y = aŷ +W ,yi = aŷi, z = b(x− 2kl) + ẑ and zj = bxj + ẑj then values α, y, yi, z, zj have the
same distribution as in the scheme since a, b, ŷ, ŷi, ẑ, ẑj , x, x1...xm,W are chosen uniformly at
random from Zp. Finally, the values β, χ, t, f are chosen in the same way as in the scheme.
2. Query Phase. A performs a polynomially bounded number of queries:

– Group Setup Query. A requests a group secret key skG for a group G = {κ1, ..., κk}. Let

T = ŷ +
∑k

i=1 κiŷi. The challenger B picks τ, z̄ ∈R Zp and computes gz̄

(gb)
1
T

= gw (thus

z̄ = w + b
T ). B returns to A the group secret key:

skG(1)
= g

−Wb
T

(
gW gaT

)z̄
skG(2)

= gw

skG(3)
= gχ · gτw skG(5)

= gτ

The group secret key skG generated by B in the security game and the skG generated by
Group Setup of scheme have the same distribution since w = z̄ − b

T is a random value
(z̄ is chosen at random) in the view of A, and τ ∈R Zp is chosen in the same way as in
the scheme.

– Enroll Query. A requests a secret key for a member U of a group G. B runs skG,U ←
Enroll(skG, U) same as in the scheme and returns skG,U to A. The group secret key skG
is computed in the same way as explained under Group Setup Query.

– Sign Query. A requests a signature on a message M = (µ1, ..., µm) generated by a member
U of a group G. B may operate in the following two ways:
I. If G 6= G∗, B runs σ ← Sign(M, skG,U ) in the same way as in the scheme.
II. If G = G∗, then let F = −2kl+x+

∑m
j=1 xjµj and J = ẑ+

∑m
j=1 ẑjµj . If F = 0, then B

aborts because it cannot simulate the signature. Otherwise, B chooses x, ψ, ϕ, q, ĩd, k̄, l̄ ∈R
Zp and sets gq

(ga)
1
F

= gρ (thus q = ρ+ a
F ). B returns to A the signature on M :

σ(1) = g
−aJ
F ·

(
gW
)x+ϕ ·

(
gJgF2

)q · v̂k̄1 · v̂ l̄2
= g

−aJ
F ·

(
gW
)x+ϕ ·

(
gJgF2

)ρ+ a
F · v̂k̄1 · v̂ l̄2

= g
−aJ
F · (gW )x+ϕ ·

(
gJgF2

)ρ · (gJgF2 ) aF · v̂k̄1 · v̂ l̄2
= gab ·

(
gW
)x+ϕ ·

(
gJgF2

)ρ · v̂k̄1 · v̂ l̄2
σ(2) = gx+ϕ

σ(3) = gρ

σ(4) = gk̄1

σ(5) = g l̄2



σ(6) = gχ · gĩd(x+ϕ)

σ(7) = g(x+ϕ)ψ

σ(8) = g
β−ĩd
ψ

The signature σ generated by B in the security game has the same distribution as the
signature generated by Sign of the scheme. Note that ρ depends on q which is uniformly
at random chosen from Zp, therefore the entire value of ρ is random in the view of A, same
as in the scheme. Finally, the values x, ψ, ϕ, ĩd, k̄, l̄ are chosen uniformly random same as
in the scheme.

3. Forgery. A outputs a valid forgery (M∗, σ∗,<∗, G∗) where F ∗ = 0 (mod p) and J =
ẑ +

∑m
j=1 ẑjµ

∗
j . If F ∗ 6= 0(mod p) then B aborts. Note that a valid signature σ∗ has the

following form:

σ∗(1) = gab · (gW )x+ϕ · gJρ · v̂k̄1 · v̂ l̄2
σ∗(2) = gx+ϕ

σ∗(3) = gρ

σ∗(4) = gk̄1

σ∗(5) = g l̄2

σ∗(6) = gχ · gĩd(x+ϕ)

σ∗(7) = g(x+ϕ)ψ

σ∗(8) = g
β−ĩd
ψ

B solves the CDH problem as follows:

σ∗(1) · σ
∗−W
(2) · σ∗−J(3) · σ

∗−t
(4) · σ

∗−f
(5)

= gab · (gW )x+ϕ · gJρ · v̂k̄1 · v̂ l̄2 · (gx+ϕ)−W · (gρ)−J

·v̂−k̄1 · v̂−l̄2 = gab

B does not abort if in the Setup phase correctly guesses the group G∗ = {κ∗1, ..., κ∗k}, in the
Sign Query the F 6= 0(mod p), and in the Forgery phase the F ∗ ≡ 0(mod p). The probability
that B in the Setup phase guesses G∗ is 1

2k
. The probability that for each individual Sign Query

the F ∗ 6= 0(mod p) is 1 − 1
2l , therefore the total probability for l queries is larger than 1

2 ,
and the probability that F ∗ ≡ 0(mod p) is 1

2ml . Since, the advantage of A is ε, B solves CDH
assumption with probability ε̂ ≥ ε

2k+2ml
.2

4 Conclusion

We propose a verifier-local revocation identity-based group signature (VLR-IBGS) scheme
based on prime order bilinear groups with a security proof under standard assumptions.
Indeed, this is the first VLR group signature scheme which achieves simultaneously three de-
sirable properties: supporting membership revocation, having a security proof in the standard
model and being identity-based group signature scheme where the group public key is derived



from the group identity. We prove that the scheme has the property of anonymity under the
Decisional Linear (DLIN) assumption and that it is fully-traceable under the Computational
Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption.
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